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ACME® SPOONS SERVE UP HOT FISHING ACTION UNDER THE ICE 
 

Proven Fish Catchers Like Acmeʼs Trophy Spoon®, Kastmaster® and Fiord® Are Deadly Effective on Trout, 
Panfish, Walleye and Other Freshwater Gamefish 

 
Top freshwater anglers know that the flash, action and underwater vibration of metal lures are often the best way to 

draw aggressive strikes from trout, panfish, walleye and other sought-after gamefish.  They also know from experience 

that this doesnʼt change when winter rolls in and their favorite fishing lakes get covered with ice. 

  

Successful winter lure fishing requires a change of tactics, to be sure, but some of the most popular Acme spoons  

for summer fishing are equally deadly when vertically jigged through the winter ice.  For example, the thick body and 

slender profile of Acmeʼs Trophy Spoon® make it ideal for tempting fish with a straight up-and-down presentation.   

The Trophy Spoonʼs hammered chrome or 24 karat gold plate finish gives the appearance of natural scales and reflects 

available underwater light in all directions — an important advantage in low-light conditions under the ice.  Accents  

such as the shad-imitating chartreuse/black spot, hi-visibility red or blue allow anglers to find the best color to match 

conditions and local forage.  Ice anglers can choose from 1/4-oz. or 1/2-oz. Trophy  Spoons (with optional bucktail 

teasers for added jigging action) when fishing deeper waters or targeting larger fish under the ice. 

 

The slab-sided design and solid brass construction of Acmeʼs famous Kastmaster® make it another great choice for ice 

fishing.   Acmeʼs 1/12-oz. and 1/8-oz. Kastmasters sink quickly and exhibit an enticing flutter when jigged on light line, 

drawing strikes from trout, crappie, or perch.  Moving up to a 1/4-oz. Kastmaster lets anglers effectively fish over deeper 

structure and can draw strikes from larger freshwater predators.  With an array of metallic and painted finishes to 

choose from, ice anglers can find the Kastmaster with the just right combination of flash and color. 

 

The Acme Fiord® is another popular spoon that should be in every ice anglerʼs tackle box.  Based on an age-old 

Scandinavian design, the Fiordʼs long, slender body sinks quickly and delivers wild darting action with the smallest 

movements.  This ability to provide frantic action while remaining in place is key to triggering the feeding instincts of 

cold-water fish.  Fished on ultralight 2-lb. test, Acmeʼs 1/12-oz. Fiord “Chunky” is a perfect choice for targeting smaller 

trout and panfish.  Seven premium quality metallic and painted finishes help ice anglers give fish what they want under a 

range of conditions. 
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Whichever Acme spoon you choose to drop through the ice, the experts at Acme Tackle Company offer some 

useful suggestions for anglers looking to score this winter.   First of all, scout a lake before ice-over, so you know  

where key underwater points, rock piles, sunken islands and weed edges are.  Winter fish will key on the same 

structure they did when the water was open, especially during the early part of the winter season.  Once youʼre in  

an area of likely structure, drill several holes spread around the structure, so you can find out where fish are holding 

and how they are orienting to the structure or shoreline.   Many anglers use an ice-fishing depthsounder to further 

pinpoint likely structure, forage and fish.  

 

Experiment with different depths and jigging actions.  Begin right above the bottom/structure and work your way up 

the water column until the fish bite.  Sometimes winter gamefish will pounce on a lure worked with a strong jigging 

motion; other times they will respond best to minimal motion.  Just as when lure fishing open water, donʼt be afraid 

to change spoon type, size and color to find whatʼs working. 

 

To learn more about ice fishing with these great Acme spoons — or the companyʼs entire line of proven metal  

lures for all types of fresh and saltwater angling — contact Acme Tackle Co., 69 Bucklin St., Providence, RI 02907   

• Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com. 

 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 


